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D
uring the last several years, fluores-
cence bioimaging has experienced a
tremendous development that has

pointed out the viability of achieving, in a
short time, three-dimensional imaging of
biosystems with submicrometric resolution.
This is of special relevance for early detec-
tion and treatment of diseases as well as for
dynamical in vitro and in vivo studies of a
great variety of biosystems.1�7 This pro-
gress has been sustained by the simulta-
neous advances in experimental techniques
(such as ultrafast laser sources for multi-
photon imagingandhigh sensitivity detectors)
and in the synthesis of novel biocompat-
ible luminescence probes with outstand-
ing properties.
The constant refinement and optimiza-

tion of preparation techniques has led to
the ability to tailor and predesign the optical
and physical properties of luminescent nano-
particles (hereafter NPs) with sizes below a
few tens of nanometers and their surfaces.

As a consequence, colloidal luminescent
NPs have already been used as efficient
biolabels in fluorescence imaging of various
tissues, small animals, as well as individual
cells (including malignant cells).8�13 Moti-
vated by these encouraging results, many
groups around the world have focused
their research on the synthesis of novel
luminescent NPs. Generally speaking,
this research activity has three different
battlefronts.
The first one is the synthesis of lumines-

cent nanoparticles with an enhanced bright-
ness, so that high contrast bioimages can be
obtained with low excitation intensities (so
that light-induced collateral effects in the
biosystem under investigation are avoided).
Second, much effort is being done in

the synthesis of luminescent nanoparticles
working in the infrared region. On one side,
NPs emitting and excited in the infrared (in
combination with the use of recently elabo-
rated new optical techniques) have already
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ABSTRACT In this work, we report the multifunctional character of neodymium-doped LaF3 core/shell nanoparticles.

Because of the spectral overlap of the neodymium emission bands with the transparency windows of human tissues, these

nanoparticles emerge as relevant subtissue optical probes. For neodymium contents optimizing the luminescence

brightness of Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles, subtissue penetration depths of several millimeters have been demonstrated. At

the same time, it has been found that the infrared emission bands of Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles show a remarkable

thermal sensitivity, so that they can be advantageously used as luminescent nanothermometers for subtissue thermal

sensing. This possibility has been demonstrated in this work: Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles have been used to provide optical

control over subtissue temperature in a single-beam plasmonic-mediated heating experiment. In this experiment, gold

nanorods are used as nanoheaters while thermal reading is performed by the Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles. The possibility of

a real single-beam-controlled subtissue hyperthermia process is, therefore, pointed out.

KEYWORDS: nanothermometry . hyperthermia . fluorescence imaging . fluorescence quantum yield . gold nanorods
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been proposed for fluorescence bioimaging applica-
tions requiring optical penetration into tissues, such as
those related to small animal imaging.14�17 On the
other hand, infrared emitting NPs have also been
proposed as basic blocks for luminescence activation
of chemical reactions in cell treatment (such as the
generation of singlet oxygen).18,19

The third battlefront and probably the most challeng-
ing one is the synthesis of multifunctional lumines-
cent NPs capable of providing additional information
of the biosystem under imaging. The working principle
of multifunctional luminescent NPs relies on the mod-
ifications caused in their luminescence spectra by
slight variations in the environment conditions (such
as temperature, chemical composition, pH level, den-
sity, and so on).20�22 In this case, an appropriate
spectral analysis of the luminescence generated by
the nanoparticles provides information about the
properties of the biosystem in which these nanoparti-
cles are incorporated. In particular, much attention is
being paid to multifunctional luminescent NPs capable
of thermal sensing, that is, working as luminescent
nanothermometers (NThMs).23�28 Thermal sensing in
biosystems is of extreme interest.29,30 From a funda-
mental point of view, a complete understanding of the
dynamics of any biosystem (especially at the cellular
level) requires anaccurate knowledgeof its temperature
since it affects, for instance, the cell division rate as well
as the cell survival rates.31 High-resolution thermal
sensing has also been proposed as a new avenue for
early detection of a great variety of diseases and dys-
functions such as cancer and localized inflammations.32

In the particular case of cancer, the faster metabolism of
cancer cells (as compared to normal cells) leads to the
appearance of temperature singularities at tumor
locations.33 High sensitivity thermal sensing would allow
tumor detection at early stages, in thisway increasing the
expected success of treatments. Thermal sensing is also
required for controlled hyperthermia treatments,34

where the cancer cells are heated to the cytotoxic level
(43�45 �C).35 Cell heating could directly cause cell death
(via apoptosis or necrosis) and/or an increment in its
susceptibility to subsequent treatments such as radiation
or chemotherapy.36 Hyperthermia treatments have al-
ready been found to be applicable in a great variety of
cancers (including breast, cervical, lung, prostate, and
skin cancers). During hyperthermia treatments, an accu-
rate control over the local temperature increment is re-
quired in order to minimize collateral damage in healthy
tissues surrounding the hyperthermia target. Due to the
subtissue allocation ofmost tumors into the body, such a
thermal reading would require the use of fluorescent
NThMs working in the infrared region (within the biolo-

gicalwindow),37 so that largepenetration lengths into the
tissues could be obtained. It is possible to find in the
literature numerous examples of highly efficient fluores-
cent NThMs,23,24 although most of them are not capable

of subtissue thermal sensing because their luminescence
bands lie in the visible range. Therefore, and due to their
practical applications, the pursuit of highly efficient
infrared emitting luminescent NThMs is becoming the
main task of many research groups.
In this work, we present to the scientific community

the ability of neodymium-doped LaF3 (core)/undoped
LaF3 (shell) colloidal NPs (hereafter Nd

3þ: LaF3 NPs) as
subtissue luminescent NThMs. These NPs have been
proposed in the past as high-brightness NPs with
potential application in bioimaging, with the addi-
tional advantage of relatively simple and fast prepara-
tion procedures.38�43 We demonstrate here that these
NPs simultaneously show high luminescence quantum
yields (QYs) and improved penetration lengths into
tissues when compared to other luminescent systems,
such as quantum dots. In addition, they present ther-
mal sensitivity bymeans of thermally induced changes
in several emission features. On the basis of this unique
combination of properties, we have provided the first
demonstration of a single-beam sub-tissue-controlled
heating process (subtissue hyperthermia process)
based on the combination of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs and gold
nanorods (GNRs) that act as nanothermometers and
nanoheaters, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows the room temperature emission
spectrum of a colloidal solution of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs
(Figure 1b) obtained under 808 nm continuous wave
excitation. The presence of the characteristic bands of
Nd3þ ions at around 900 and 1060 nm (corresponding
to the 4F3/2f

4I9/2 and
4F3/2f

4I11/2 transitions, respec-
tively) is evidenced. For the purpose of subtissue
imaging and sensing, the spectral position of these
two bands is especially favorable. Indeed, they match
well the minima that the extinction coefficients of
human tissues show within the biological window. In
order to illustrate this outstanding property, we have

Figure 1. (a) Wavelength dependence of the extinction
coefficient of a characteristic phantom tissue (simulat-
ing the optical properties of in vitro human skin) in the
600�1200 nm spectral range. The emission spectrum
of Nd3þ ions in LaF3 nanoparticles is also included. Note
that these two emission bands nearly match the minima in
the extinction coefficient of the phantom tissue. The spec-
trum of the 808 nm laser (excitation) source employed all
along this work is also included. (b) Photograph of the
colloidal solution of Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles used in this
work.
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also included in Figure 1a the extinction coefficient of a
phantom tissue that mimics that of an “in vitro” human
skin tissue.44 As can be observed, the two characteristic
emission bands of Nd3þ ions are spectrally allocated at
the extinction plateau. In this plateau, the tissue ab-
sorption (due to the presence of water and other com-
ponents such as hemoglobin)44�47 vanishes in such a
way that the extinction coefficient is given basically by
the presence of light scattering. The two characteristic
neodymium emission bands are, indeed, located at
both sides of the characteristic water absorption band
centered at 980 nm. Figure 1a also includes the spec-
trum of the laser radiation used for optimum excitation
of the Nd3þ emission that, in our experimental condi-
tions, is centered at 808 nm. As canbe observed, excita-
tion radiation also lies within the biological window.37

As we will show later in this work, the fact that opti-
mum excitation of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs is at 808 nm is an
interesting advantage. It coincides with the plasmon
resonance wavelength of themost efficient gold nano-
rods used for photothermal therapies.48

Data included in Figure 1a suggest large penetration
depths into tissues for both excitation and emission
radiations, postulating the use of Nd3þ: LaF3NPs for
subtissue imaging and sensing. Nevertheless, the
achievement of large penetration depths would also
require an adequate choice of the neodymium content
in order to optimize the luminescence brightness. In
neodymium-doped luminescent systems, lumines-
cence brightness is strongly dependent on Nd3þ con-
centration.49�51 Indeed, the luminescent brightness of
Nd3þ-doped systems is traditionally evaluated by the
[Nd3þ] 3Φlum product, in which [Nd3þ] is the neody-
mium concentration and Φlum is the emission quan-
tum yield, defined as the fraction of excited Nd3þ ions
that de-excite through radiative transitions.52 The term
[Nd3þ] is directly related to the fraction of incident
excitation photons that are absorbed by a single NP.
Thus, the [Nd3þ] 3Φlum product is proportional to the
fraction of excitation photons that are finally emitted
by the NPs; that is, it is a relative indicator of the NP
brightness. In general, in Nd3þ-doped systems, the
presence of both cross-relaxation and energy migra-
tion processes between Nd3þ ions makes Φlum de-
crease with increasing Nd3þ concentration. This fact
leads to the existence of an optimum neodymium
concentration maximizing the luminescence bright-
ness (i.e., to a maximum in the [Nd] 3Φlum product).52

The determination of such optimum content requires
the accurate and absolute determination ofΦlum. This
is not an easy task and requires, for instance, the use of
the so-called thermal lens (TL) techniquewhose funda-
mentals have been explained elsewhere.53�55 This
technique has already been successfully applied for
determiningΦlum of colloidal suspensions of semicon-
ductor quantum dots (QDs).56,57 Indeed, to the best of
our knowledge, this work constitutes the first time that

TL is applied for the determination of the fluorescence
quantum yield of rare-earth-doped NPs. Figure 2a
shows the experimentally determined room tempera-
ture luminescence quantum yield of our Nd3þ: LaF3NPs
as a function of the Nd3þ content. It is clear from
Figure 2a that Φlum decreases monotonously with the
Nd3þ concentration. As for other neodymium-doped
luminescent systems, this is attributed to the concentra-
tion-activated energy migration and cross-relaxation pro-
cesses that increase the nonradiative decay rate.58 It
should be noted here that the passive LaF3 shell plays
an important role by minimizing the possible quenching
of Nd3þ fluorescence caused by surface defects that
would occur in nonshielded Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs. For low
Nd3þ concentrations, the luminescence quantum yield
is as large as 0.8, whereas it decreases to 0.2 for “moder-
ate” doping levels of 20 atom %. These values can be
compared to thosepreviously reported forNd3þ: LaF3NPs
by other research groups, with them being in reasonable
agreement.59,60Note that these values ofΦlum canalsobe
compared to those recently reported for CdTe-QDs,56

whose maximum luminescence quantum yield is close
to 0.5 for intermediate sizes (around 4 nm), decreasing to
0.2 for “small” and “large” sizes (close to 1 and 8 nm,
respectively).Moreover, it is important to remarkhere that
these yields correspond tovisible (one-photon) excitation,
which is unpractical for deep tissue penetration experi-
ments, for which two-photon excitation is needed.61

Nevertheless, the quantum yield values reported
in this work can also be compared to those recently

Figure 2. (a) Luminescence quantum efficiency (Φlum) of
Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles as a function of the Nd3þ content.
Dots are experimental data obtained from thermal lens
spectroscopy, and the dashed line is a guide for the eye.
(b) Concentration dependence of the brightness as given by
the [Nd3þ] 3Φlum product where [Nd3þ] is the neodymium
content. The existence of an optimum Nd3þ content at
around 15 atom % (indicated by an arrow) is evidenced.
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reported for other similar core/shell nanoparticles:
neodymium-doped core/shell NaGdF4 NPs.17 For the
same nominal Nd3þ content (3 atom %), the quantum
yields of Nd3þ: LaF3 and Nd3þ:NaGdF4 NPs are 70 and
40%, respectively. Indeed, this fact suggests that the
Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs under study in this work emerge as
high-brightness fluorescent NPs. However, it should be
noted that the remarkable difference observed be-
tween the quantum yields of Nd3þ: LaF3 and Nd3þ:
NaGdF4 NPs could also be influenced by the fact that
they were determined by using different experimental
procedures (in this work, we used the thermal lens spec-
troscopy, whereas the quantum yield of Nd3þ:NaGdF4
NPs was determined by comparing the emission spec-
trum with that of a standard reference sample with a
defined quantum yield). Other important aspects that
could account for different quantum yields is that they
correspond todifferent core/shell nanocrystals and that
theywere fabricated in different laboratories and under
different experimental conditions. This could influence
the final Nd3þ emission quantum yield due to a differ-
ent quality in the core/shell matching as well as to a
different neodymium distribution. Indeed, the highest
possible value shouldbe that corresponding to the bulk
core crystals. In general, at low neodymium contents,
the quantum yield is expected to be close to 1, due to
the large energy gap between the 4F3/2 emitting state
and the next lower 4I15/2 state.

62 This is, indeed, what
has been observed in this work, with quantum yield
values for low Nd3þ contents close to 80%. Finally, the
quantum yields reported here for Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs can
also be compared to those reported for the widely
used Nd3þ:NaYF4 NPs. For a 15 atom % Nd3þ content,
the quantum yield of Nd3þ:NaYF4 NPs has been reported
to be 6%, which is more than 4 times lower than that
obtained for Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs.

63

From the experimental data of Figure 2a, it is now
possible to elucidate the influence of the Nd3þ content
in the luminescence brightness of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs.
Figure 2b shows the concentration dependence of
the [Nd3þ] 3Φlum product. As expected, NP brightness
does not follow a monotonous trend, revealing the
existence of an optimum Nd3þ concentration close to
15 atom % (see the arrow in Figure 2b). Indeed, the
existence of such optimum concentration has been ex-
perimentally corroborated. We have observed that the
emitted intensity of Nd3þ: LaF3 NP solutions (obtained
under the same 808 nm excitation power and with
the same NPs concentration) was maximum for the
15 atom%dopedNPs (results not shown for the sake of
brevity). As a consequence, for subtissue experiments,
we will next focus our attention to 15 atom % doped
Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs.
Figure 3a schematically shows the experimental

setup used for the determination of the tissue pene-
tration depth of our Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs. Briefly, 15 atom %
Nd3þ doped NPs were dispersed in distilled water with

a resulting NP concentration of 0.3% in mass. The
colloidal solution was placed into a 200 μm deep
microchannel (provided by Ibidi Inc.), and it was opti-
cally excited by a continuous wave 808 nm laser beam.
This beamwas focused into themicrochannel by a 50�
microscope objective (0.55 NA, leading to a spot size
close to 2.5 μm). The same microscope objective was
used for collection of theNd3þ luminescence that, after
passing through different filters and apertures, was
analyzedbyahigh-resolution spectrometer (not shown in
the figure for the sake of simplicity). A phantom tissue
with a variable thickness was placed between the micro-
channel and the focusing objective. This setup allowed us
to measure the NP luminescence as a function of the
tissue thickness by simply translating the colloidal sus-
pension. The phantom tissue used in this work consists of
a scattering medium (such as agar) containing two main
absorbing components (India ink and olive oil).64�66 The
ratio between the different components was adjusted to
reproduce themain featuresof theextinction spectrumof
an in vitro human skin tissue.47 This ismainly given by the
visible and infrared absorption bands of hemoglobin and
water, respectively, superimposed on a background scat-
tering coefficient close to 10 cm�1 in the 750�1000 nm
range (see theextinctioncoefficient in Figure1). Figure3b
shows the Nd3þ: LaF3 NP emitted intensity (from the
colloidal solution shown in Figure 1b) as a function of
the phantom tissue thickness. Data correspond to the
collected intensity at around 885 nm (corresponding to

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram showing the experimental
procedure to determine the penetration depth of Nd3þ: LaF3
NPs. The phantom tissue used in these experiments
(mimicking the in vitro human skin tissue) showed an
extinction coefficient at 808 nm of 11 cm�1. A triangular-
shaped phantom tissue was placed between the focusing/
collecting objective and the Nd3þ: LaF3 NP solution. The
actual tissue thickness between objective and Nd3þ: LaF3
nanoparticles was continuously varied by moving the “cuv-
ette-plus-tissue” system along a direction perpendicular to
the laser beam propagation (as indicated by the arrow). (b)
Intensity of the one-photon excited luminescence gener-
ated by Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles as a function of the tissue
thickness. The excitation and emission wavelengths were
808 and 885 nm, respectively. Excitation power was 100mW.
For comparison, we have also included the intensity of the
two-photonexcited luminescencegeneratedbyCdTe-QDsas
a function of the tissue thickness, using the same excitation
intensity values as for the one-photon excitation case. Ex-
citation and emission wavelengths in this former case were
920 and 780 nm, respectively. In this case, a 100 fs, 50MHz Ti:
sapphiremode-locked laserwith an averagepower of 100mW
wasused.Dots are experimental data, anddashed lines are the
best fit to a linear relation (note the logarithmic scale).
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one of the 4F3/2 f
4I9/2 transitions). Similar results were

obtained when the luminescence intensity correspond-
ing to 4F3/2 f

4I11/2 transition (at around 1060 nm) was
analyzed. Indeed, this fact was expected because at both
wavelengths the tissue shows similar extinction coeffi-
cients (see Figure 1). From data included in Figure 3b, it is
evident that the use of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs allows for penetra-
tion depths into in vitrohuman skin tissues close to 2mm.
Of course, this penetration depth could be improved by
increasing the excitation power as well as by improving
the sensitivity of the detection systems. In any case, the
penetration depth reported here is in the same order of
magnitude as those achieved by using other rare-earth-
doped NPs also emitting within the biological window.67

In order to get a reliable comparison of the penetration
depth reached by our NPs with that of the commercial
quantum dots, we measured, in the same experimental
conditions, the penetration depth of 8 nm CdTe-QDs.
These luminescent nanoprobes have recently been pro-
posed as promising NPs for subtissue imaging.8 In this
case, the Nd3þ: LaF3 NP solution within themicrochannel
was replaced by a 8 nm CdTe-QD solution at the same
concentration (0.3% inmass). Excitation of CdTe-QDswas
achieved by using a 100 fs Ti:sapphire laser tuned to
920 nm so that the CdTe-QD emission at 780 nm was
generated after a two-photon excitation process. The
obtained CdTe-QD emitted intensity as a function of the
tissue thickness is included in Figure 3b. As can be
observed, much larger penetration depths are obtained
by using Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs instead of CdTe-QDs, although
both systems work in the same spectral window and,
hence, are affected by the same tissue extinction coeffi-
cient.We attribute this relevant difference to the different
excitationmechanisms.When the excitation is performed
via a multiphoton process, the overall luminescence effi-
ciency is stronglydependenton thephotondensity at the
excitation focus (it increases with the square of the
excitation photon density).68 At variance, in the case of
one-photon excited luminescent systems (such as Nd3þ:
LaF3 NPs), this dependence is less critical; the lumines-
cence increases linearly with the excitation photon den-
sity. When the excitation beam is focused into the tissue,
the combination of tissue scattering, tissue absorption,
beam distortions, and optical aberrations causes a fast
decrease of the excitation intensity with the increas-
ing tissue thickness. Because of the different excitation
mechanisms, this in-depth excitation density reduction
causes a more marked effect on the net excitation
efficiency in multiphoton excited systems than in one-
photon excited ones. This fact explains the larger pene-
tration depths obtained for the one-photon excited
Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs. At this point, it should be noted that
our conclusions are in reasonably good agreement with
previous results reported by Gu et al., who imaged a
polymer bar placed in a turbid media by using both one-
and two-photonexcitationof thepolymerfluorescence.69

In this case, the authors found that the signal level

obtained under two-photon excitation dropsmuch faster
than that under one-photon excitation, although image
resolution was much higher in the former case (as
expected for a nonlinear process). They attributed this
to the fact that the penetration depth under two-photon
excitation was limited by the strength of the two-photon
absorption process.69 Of course, the improvement achi-
eved by using one-photon excitation in the penetration
depth is gained at the expense of a loss in the final spatial
resolution. Nevertheless, this loss of resolution could be
partially compensated by using confocal microscopy.
Finally, it should be noted that data included in
Figure 3b reveal that under similar conditions (NP con-
centration, excitation intensity, exciting collecting optics,
and so on) the emission intensity generated by the
Nd3þ: LaF3NP colloidal solutionhasbeen found tobeover
1 order of magnitude higher than that generated by the
CdTe-QD colloidal solution. This larger efficiency is attrib-
uted to the fact that Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs are excited bymeans
of one-photon excitation (a down-conversion process),
whereas for CdTe-QDs, a two-photon excitation process
through virtual states is needed.61

Once the tissue penetration properties of Nd3þ: LaF3
NPs have been demonstrated, the potential use of
these NPs for subtissue thermal sensing requires an
adequate knowledge of the thermal response of lumi-
nescence bands. For this purpose, the same ex-
perimental setup as that of subtissue measurement
(Figure 3a) was used. Now the phantom tissue was
removed, and the microchannel containing the Nd3þ:
LaF3 NP solution was placed on a 0.1 �C resolution
temperature-controlled stage. Figure 4a shows the
4F3/2 f 4I9/2 emission spectra as obtained from the
(15%) Nd3þ: LaF3 NP colloidal solution at two different
temperatures (10 and 60 �C). The first temperature-
induced luminescence modification is observed in the
most intense peak, at around 863 nm. The temperature
increment from 10 up to 60 �C has red-shifted this
emission line by more than 0.3 nm (see Figure 4b).
Furthermore, this temperature-induced spectral shift
has been found to be a linear effect, as can be observed
in Figure 4d. As a matter of fact, the 863 nm peak shifts
to longer wavelengths at an almost constant rate of 7�
10�3 nm/�C. Therefore, from the spectral determination
of the emission peak of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs, thermal sensing
with a constant resolution over the biological range is
possible. In order to get a better understanding of the
physical mechanism causing this red shift of the 863 nm
emission line, we have identified the Stark energy
sublevels of both 4F3/2 and 4I9/2 manifold states that
give place structure of the 4F3/2 f

4I9/2 emission spec-
trum (Figure 5a). For such purpose, we have deconvo-
luted this spectrum (obtained at 20 �C) into 10 Gaussian
components (see Figure 5a), according to the same
number of transitions which are expected to occur
in relation to the crystal field energy components of
the emitting (4F3/2) and ground (4I9/2) states. This has
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permitted us to construct a simplified energy level
scheme (see Figure 5b) for the Nd3þ energy levels in
theNd3þ: LaF3NPs. This energy levelhasbeen found tobe
in excellent agreement with that previously reported for
Nd3þ ions in bulk LaF3 crystals. As can be observed, the

emission peak at about 863 nm (around 11577 cm�1)
corresponds unequivocally to the 4F3/2(R1) f

4I9/2(Z1)
transition. Thus, the observed spectral shift obeys to
a temperature-induced modification of this transi-
tion. This temperature-induced red shift has been

Figure 4. (a) Emission spectra of Nd3þ:LaF3 nanoparticles as obtained at two different temperatures (10 and 60 �C and
normalized at themaximum). (b) Details of the emission spectra of Nd3þ:LaF3 nanoparticles around 864 nm as obtained at 10
and 60 �C. The temperature-induced spectral shift is evidenced. (c) Temperature variation of the ratio between the emitted
intensities at 863 and 885 nm. Dots are experimental data, and the solid line is the best linear fit. (d) Temperature-induced
spectral shift of themain emission line around 864 nm as a function of temperature. Dots are experimental data, and the solid
line is the best linear fit.

Figure 5. (a) Emission spectrum of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs as obtained at 20 �C and decomposed in the different emission lines
constituting it. The emission lines have beenproperly labeled according to the energy level diagramshown in (b). (c) Emission
spectra of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs at 30 �C as obtained before and after a thermal cycle from 30 �C up to 80 �C. No differences were
observed, indicating the reversibility of the mechanisms. (d) Temperature variation of the ratio between the emitted
intensities at 863 and 885 nm during the heating and cooling rate. No hysteresis is observed.
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systematically studied for bulk Nd3þ: LaF3 crystals at low
temperatures (below 200 K).70 It was unequivocally
associated with thermally induced strains in the Nd3þ

environment that occur as a result of electron�phonon
interaction. These strains are temperature-dependent
through the correlated changes in the amplitude of the
lattice vibrations that produce a substantial effect in the
line position. In particular, for the 4F3/2(R1) f

4I9/2(Z1)
transition, Nd3þ: LaF3 varies linearly with temperature
at a rate of about 0.14 cm�1 K�1, similar to that experi-
mentally observed for our Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles
in the physiological temperature range (0.10 cm�1 K�1),
as estimated in Figure 4d). The temperature-induced
spectral shift found here for the Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs is much
lower than others reported for fluorescent nanothermo-
meters, such as QDs (on the order of 0.1 nm/�C),26 but
it is produced in amuch narrower band; the bandwidth
of the Nd3þ 863 nm emission is close to 3 nm, whereas
the typical emission band of visible emitting QDs is on
the order of several tens of nanometers. Therefore, the
final contrast of the temperature-induced spectral shift
(defined as the peak spectral shift divided by the
bandwidth) is similar in both systems. The final thermal
resolution achievable from the spectral determination of
the 863 nm line obviously depends on the spectral resolu-
tion of the experimental setup and, in turn, on the signal
level. In our experimental conditions, we estimated a net
accuracy in the determination of the 863 nmpeak position
of 0.01 nm, leading to a thermal resolution close to 2 �C.
From a detailed analysis of data included in Figure 4a,

it is observed that temperature also produces a mod-
ification of the intensity ratio between the different lines
constituting the emission band. Indeed, we have found
that a temperature increase of the NP from 10 up to
60 �C leads to an increase in the intensity ratio between
the most intense peak (at around 863 nm) and the
885 nm peak close to 5% (i.e., 0.1%/�C). As can be
observed in Figure 4c, this ratio increment also follows
a linear relation with temperature, so that thermal sens-
ing based on this magnitude would lead to a constant
resolutionover thewhole 10�60 �Cphysiological range.
In this case, the final thermal resolution achievable
depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the emission
spectra. In our experimental conditions, we have esti-
mated a net uncertainty in the determination of the
luminescence ratio close to (0.2%, leading to a final
thermal sensitivity close to(2 �C. This can be compared
to the thermal resolutions reported by using luminescent
nanothermometers, usually below 4 �C.23,24 Therefore,
we conclude that Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs are multiparameter
luminescence thermal sensors, in the sense that ther-
mal reading could be obtained by either the analysis
of temperature-induced spectral shift of emission lines
or ratiometric intensity measurements. The physical
origin of the observed temperature-induced shape
change (ratiometric change) can also be tentatively
explained based on Figures 5a,b. As can be observed in

Figure 5a, it is clear that many transitions generated
from the R2 (

4F3/2) level contribute to the 4F3/2 f
4I9/2

fluorescence spectrum. This is because of a thermal
population of the R2 level from the R1 lower energy
level (see Figure 5b), so that both states belonging to
the 4F3/2 manifold are thermally coupled. The popula-
tion of the 4F3/2(R2) follows a Maxwell�Boltzmann
temperature distribution. Therefore, the emission lines
generated from the R2 level increase with temperature,
while those departing from the R1 level decrease. Note
from Figure 5a that at 863 nm (around 11 577 cm�1)
the emission is mostly dominated by the R1 f Z1
transition, while at 885 nm (11 283 cm�1), the emission
is mostly dominated by the R2 f Z4 transition. This
explains the temperature-induced ratio change ob-
served in Figure 4a. Similar effects have been observed
for other Nd3þ-doped NPs and were explained in the
same terms.71

The observed changes in the fluorescence spec-
trumof theNd3þ: LaF3NPs that provide thermal sensitivity
from the analysis of their fluorescence are all due to
either modification in the energy level scheme or
population redistributions within the different elec-
tronic states. Therefore, the observed changes in the
fluorescence spectrum should be fully reversible. In
order to confirm the reversibility of our Nd3þ: LaF3 nano-
thermometers, we have measured the emission
spectra at 30 �C as obtained before and after a heating
cycle from 30 up to 70 �C. Results are included in
Figure 5c. As can be observed, both spectra are iden-
tical, so that the thermal cycle has not caused any
permanent modification in the luminescence spec-
trum of our Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs. In addition, Figure 5d
shows the temperature variation of the intensity ratio
between the emission lines at 885 and 863 nm as
obtained during the heating and cooling cycle. As can
be observed, this a fully reversible process without any
evidence of thermal hysteresis.
At this point, we have already demonstrated the

potential use of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs for both subtissue
luminescence imaging and luminescence-based ther-
mal sensing. Combination of these two features would,
in principle, allow for subtissue thermal sensing based
on Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs. In order to demonstrate this possi-
bility, we took advantage of another outstanding
property of our Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs; they can be efficiently
excited by 808 nm radiation, with this wavelength
being the same required for plasmonic excitation of
gold nanorods exhibiting a 100% heating efficiency
and widely used in photothermal treatments.48,72 This
coincidence has been exploited in this work by the
preparation of an aqueous solution containing both
Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs and GNRs at a concentration level
of 0.3 and 0.01% in mass, respectively. The GNRs used
in this work were provided by Plasmachem Inc. with
nominal dimensions of 15 and 45 nm in diameter and
length, respectively. The mixed suspension of Nd3þ: LaF3
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NPs and GNRs showed an extinction coefficient close
to 10 cm�1 at 808 nm (plasmon resonance wave-
length of GNR) and displayed a stable colloidal beha-
vior with no evidence of precipitation for weeks. The
mixed solution was injected into a 100 μm height
microchannel that was placed under a 1 mm thick
phantom tissue mimicking the in vitro human skin
tissue, as it is schematically illustrated in Figure 6. The
continuous wave 808 nm laser radiation of a single-
mode fiber-coupled diode was focused through the
tissue into the mixed solution by using a long working
distance 50� microscope objective with a numerical
aperture of 0.65. Laser power (measured at the back
aperture of the microscope objective) was varied
between 30 and 85 mW. The luminescence generated
by the Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs was collected by the same
microscope objective, and after passing through sev-
eral filters and objectives, it was spectrally analyzed by
a high-resolution spectrometer. The 808 nm radiation
reaching the mixed solution simultaneously activates
two different processes, as illustrated in Figure 6. On
the one hand, the 808 nm laser radiation excites the
collective motion of surface electrons of GNRs (i.e., it
activates the plasmonic resonance), whose subse-
quent relaxation leads to a local heating of the solution.
On the other hand, the 808 nm photons also activate
the luminescence of the Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs located at the
laser focal volume. The spectral properties of this
luminescence would be determined by the actual on-
focus temperature. Thus, an adequate analysis of the
luminescence generated by the mixed solution would,
in principle, determine the temperature associated
with laser-induced plasmonic subtissue hyperthermia.
Results included in Figure 7 demonstrate this possibility.

Figure 7a shows the subtissue luminescence spectra
generated from the Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs as obtained for two
different 808 nm laser powers. It is evident that the in-
crement in the 808 nm laser power produces changes
in the fluorescence features of our nanothermometers.
The decrease in the intensity ratio between the 863
and 885 nm lines clearly shows the presence of a
relevant subtissue local heating as a consequence of
the plasmonic excitation of GNRs. It should be noted
that in these experiments, and due to the presence of
the phantom tissue, the emission spectra were found
to be noisier than those obtained during the thermal
calibration procedure. In these conditions, the tem-
perature-induced red shift of the 863 nm emission line
is also observed (see inset in Figure 7a), but the de-
termination of its magnitude is less accurate when
decreasing the temperature resolution from its analysis.
Therefore, a more accurate determination of the sub-
tissue laser-induced temperature increment is in this
case obtained from the analysis of the variation in the
ratio between emission intensities (by using the calibra-
tion curve included in Figure 4c). Results are shown in
Figure 7b,which includes the subtissue temperature as a
function of the 808 nm laser power, reflecting an almost
linear behavior. Subtissue temperatures as large as

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the experimental
setupusedforsingle-beamsub-tissue-controlledhyperthermia.
A 808 nm laser beam is focused into an aqueous solution
containing GNRs (nanoheaters) and Nd3þ: LaF3 nanopartic-
less (nanothermometers). The solution was placed under a 1
mm thick phantom tissue. The luminescence of Nd3þ: LaF3
nanoparticleswas collected by using the same objective, and
the subtissue temperature was extracted from its spectral
analysis. Diagram at the right reflects the fact that both GNRs
and Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs were simultaneously excited by the
808 nm radiation.

Figure 7. (a) Subtissue normalized emission spectra gener-
ated byNd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles as obtained for two different
808 nm laser powers (30 and 85 mW). For the sake of clarity,
both spectra were normalized to their maximum intensities.
Before normalization, the emitted intensity obtained under
30 mW excitation power was almost 3 times lower than that
obtained under an excitation power of 85mW. Inset shows a
detail of the 863 nm emission peak revealing the red shift. (b)
Subtissue temperature as a function of the 808 nm laser
power calculated from the ratiometric analysis of the sub-
tissue fluorescence spectra. Dots are experimental data, and
the dashed line is the best linear fit.
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70 �C have been achieved. This temperature reflects
the large heating efficiency of GNRs and is enough by
far to activate hyperthermia treatments. Thus, data
included in Figure 7b constitute the first evidence of
the possibility of a sub-tissue-controlled laser-induced
hyperthermia process. In fact, on the basis of this novel
approach, the actual subtissue temperature can be
monitored in real time, allowing for complete control
over the subtissue temperature. Note that this sub-
tissue-controlled hyperthermia would be achieved by
using a single laser beam. Again, this is based on the
fact that both the nanoheaters (GNRs) and luminescent
nanothermometers (Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs) used in the pro-
cess are excited by the same laser radiation, which we
view as a great practical advantage. This is at variance
with recent proposals for real-time controlled hy-
perthermia in which two different beams were em-
ployed: one for laser excitation of GNRs and a second
one for luminescence activation of the luminescent
nanothermometers.72

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have performed a systematic inves-
tigation of the luminescence properties of Nd3þ-doped
LaF3 (core) nanoparticles shielded by an undoped LaF3
shell. Under infrared (808 nm) optical excitation, these
nanoparticles show very intense Nd3þ emission bands
at around 885 and 1060 nm, both overlapping with the
transparency windows of human tissues, that is, lying
in the so-called biological window. Thermal lens spec-
troscopy has been applied to determine the lumines-
cence quantum yield of these core�shell Nd3þ: LaF3
nanoparticles. Luminescence quantum yields in excess
of 80% have been found for low (<1 atom %) neody-
mium doping levels, due to the absence of relevant
energy transfer and cross-relaxation processes as well

as theminimization of surface quenching channels. On
the other hand, for large neodymium contents (>20
atom %), energy transfer between neodymium ions
increases the nonradiative decay rates, thus leading to
low (below 25%) emission quantum yields. It has been
found that for neodymiumcontents close to 15 atom%
the luminescence brightness of the Nd3þ: LaF3 nanopar-
ticles is optimized. Under these optimum doping con-
ditions, subtissue penetration lengths achievable with
one-photon excited Nd3þ: LaF3/LaF3 nanoparticles have
been found to be close to 2 mm. This is significantly
larger than the penetration length achieved by two-
photon excited/infrared emitting CdTe quantum dots.
In addition to their ability for subtissue penetration,

Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles have also been found to dis-
play a remarkable luminescence thermal sensitivity
with a value of (2 �C. Temperature variations within
the biological range have been found to cause linear
modifications in both the spectral position of emission
lines as well as on the relative intensities of the
different lines. Combination of these two outstanding
properties, large penetration depths into human tis-
sues and remarkable thermal sensitivity of fluores-
cence bands, has been exploited for the achievement
of subtissue thermal sensing based on Nd3þ: LaF3
nanoparticles. As a matter of fact, we have demon-
strated that, when combined with adequate gold
nanorods, Nd3þ: LaF3 nanoparticles can be potentially
used as reference nanothermometers in single-beam
subtissue hyperthermia treatments.
We are firmly convinced that results included in this

work would stimulate the use of neodymium-doped
nanoparticles for subtissue remote thermal sensing
with numerous applications in a large variety of fields
including early diagnosis and controlled thermal
treatments.

METHODS

Synthesis. The Nd3þ-doped LaF3 core/shell nanoparticles
used in this work were prepared by the co-precipitation tech-
nique in aqueous solution in the presence of citrate ions.
Around 3 g of citric acid was dissolved in 35 mL of water and
neutralized with NH4�OH until the pH reached around 6,
and this solution was then heated to 75 �C. La(NO3)3 3 6H2O
and Nd(NO3)3 3 6H2O were dissolved in 3 mL of methanol and
added to this followed by the dropwise addition of 3 mL of
water containing 0.266 g of NaF. After 10 min, 3 mL of a
methanolic solution containing 0.6 g of La(NO3)3 3 6H2O was
added dropwise to the reaction mixture while stirring for the
formation of shell around the core particles. The reaction was
allowed to continue for 2 h, and finally, the nanoparticles were
precipitated by the addition of excess ethanol to the reaction
mixture. They were collected by centrifuge and dried for 24 h.

Spectroscopic Measurements. For fluorescence measurements,
the Nd3þ: LaF3 colloidal solutions under study in this work were
optically excited with a single-mode fiber-coupled 808 nm laser
diode providing a maximum power of 100 mW. The 808 nm
laser beamwas focused into the colloidal suspension by using a
50� long working distance microscope objective (NA 0.55). The
infrared fluorescence was collected using the same microscope

objective and, after passing through several filters and aper-
tures, was spectrally analyzed by a high-resolution spectrom-
eter. For thermal sensitivity experiments, the solution was
mounted on a heating microscope stage with temperature
control from 25 to 65 �C with a resolution of 1 �C.

Optical Penetration in Phantom Tissues. The phantom tissue used
throughout this work was fabricated by mixing a scattering
medium (agar) with several absorbing components (blue India
ink, olive oil, and water) so that the optical properties of in vitro
human skinweremimicked. The use of agarose (one of themain
components of agar) as scattering medium in phantom tissues
was first reported by Cubeddu et al.66 Hemoglobin andmelanin
are the main components responsible for the absorption in the
visible and the ultraviolet, as reported by Kobayashi et al.65 A
certain amount (0.36 g) ofmicrobiological agar powder was first
dissolved in distilled water to get a solution with around 1% of
the total volume. Then appropriate amounts of olive oil and
blue India ink were added to the mixture. The optimal percen-
tages tomimic the absorption of in vitro human skinwere 0.50%
(200 μL) of blue India ink and 0.32% (128 μL) of olive oil as added
directly to the mentioned agar/water solution. For the compara-
tive studies of tissue penetration with our Nd3þ: LaF3 nanocryst-
als/water solution, we used an aqueous suspension of CdTe
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quantum dots provided by Plasmachem Inc. (7.8 nm in
diameter). This solutionwas excited by amode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) tuned to 920 nm and providing
100 fs laser pulses at a repetition rate of 50 MHz. Average laser
power was 100 mW (same power used for the determination of
the penetration depth of Nd3þ: LaF3 NPs). The 920 nm laser beam
was focused into the colloidal suspension using a 50� long
working distance microscope objective (NA 0.55). The infrared
fluorescence was collected using the same microscope objective
and, after passing through several filters and apertures, was
spectrally analyzed by a high-resolution spectrometer.

Single-Beam Subtissue Hyperthermia. The gold nanorods used in
this work were provided by NanoPartz Inc. They were bare gold
nanorods with a mean diameter of 15 nm and a mean length of
45 nm. The longitudinal plasmon resonance was centered at
808 nm.
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